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This  is  a  typical  case  of  neoliberal  Washington  paid  thugs  and  mercenaries  false-flagging
‘undesired’ governments into chaos, for ‘regime change’ – and then being taken over by the
US, subjugating the population to US dictate and stealing the country’s resources.

Being subjected to the constant stream of lies by the six Zionist-Anglo-Saxon mega-media
corporations controlling 90% of the western information – ‘news’ – system, it is easy to
brainwash the western population into believing that the culprit is the Maduro government,
exercising police repression.

We have seen it happen in Ukraine – where currently the Kiev Nazi government (sic) led civil
war is killing thousands of citizens in the Donbass area of eastern Ukraine, putting millions
of people into absolute misery in a cold winter depriving them of energy and food – a million
and a half refugees fleeing to Russia— and – who is the culprit, Mr. Putin, of course. Since
the all dominant criminal lie and propaganda media machine is still to this day hiding the
evidence, that the Maidan coup d’état in February 2014 was instigated and prepared during
many years, and eventually directed and paid for by Washington and NATO.

A similar case is today’s formal accusation of Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner of obstructing
the investigation into the 1994 attack of the Jewish center AMIA that killed 85 people. This
alleged car bomb attack follows a very similar attack demolishing the Israeli embassy in
1992. Last week the chief prosecutor of the case, Alberto Nisman, was found dead in his
apartment, hours before publicly testifying about an alleged cover up by President Cristina
Fernandez. She was allegedly covering up Iran’s involvement in the devastation of the two
buildings, again allegedly because of an oil for meat and food grain deal between Argentina
and Iran may be at stake. All circumstantial evidence, even by anonymous witnesses, points
to an agreement between Washington and Israel to blame Iran for the disaster, killing two
birds  with  one  stroke  –  incriminating  the  inconvenient  Argentinian  President  with  the
objective  of  ‘regime  change’,  and  demonizing  once  more  Iran.  Both  of  these  deadly
aggressions bear the hallmark of false flags, carried out or instigated by the CIA and Mosad.

Does it then come as a surprise that Washington is instigating, organizing and paying for
civil unrest in Caracas and other major cities, stage by stage, leading eventually to a coup
and control of the media, including TeleSur? – There is nothing new in this ‘procedure’. It is
actually old and full with ancient dirt, repeated umpteen times around the globe over the
last century – and the western bought presstitute media, including of neutral Switzerland,
trumpets  around  the  world  that  President  Maduro  is  a  dictator  and  clamps  down  on
protesters. What a shameful lie – misguidance of public opinion, brainwashing people into
supporting more crime by the empire.
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May public consciousness finally wake up!

Peter Koenig is an economist and geopolitical analyst. He is also a former World Bank staff
and worked extensively around the world in the fields of environment and water resources.
He writes regularly for Global Research, ICH, RT, Sputnik News, the Voice of Russia / Ria
Novosti, TeleSur, The Vineyard of The Saker Blog, and other internet sites. He is the author
of Implosion – An Economic Thriller about War, Environmental Destruction and Corporate
Greed – fiction based on facts and on 30 years of World Bank experience around the globe.
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